
“Christ the Antidote Regarding Death”

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH
Part 27

The Will of God, the Will of Man!

God's creative spirit gave to man a will & so he has the power to choose.  With this will he has the power
to attain to the greatest heights unimaginable, but also to sink to the lowest depths even imaginable.  It is
put within man that what he wishes to gain he has that power within him to do so.  If we were confined in
our will we would be like a machine or a toy.  If we DESIRE strength, we have been given given the
power to gain the strength that we need to go to highest spiritual place imaginable.  According to the word
of God whether - literal or spiritual, without or within – Jesus Christ came to suffer at the hands of men,
to give His life as a pattern for each & every one of us. To rise from the dead that we – mankind – might
know how that we may rise from the dead first in a spiritual understanding & then to follow Christ in a
literal overcoming of corruption, not only a rising from the grave of spiritual death, but in the overcoming
of any literal death.  There is a change on the horizon &  'there is a whole lot of shakin goin on.'  When
man soon comes to the place of full realisation as to who & what he truly is A DIVINE BEING within, or a
CHRIST BEING, then a – Transmutation – will take place, he will then change into a higher form even as
his forerunner & pattern Son, Jesus the Christ, & then that higher form will be master of things both seen
& unseen & at will even as his Master & elder brother he will have the power to take any form.  Am I
flying too high ? No I am not, it is true & it is all in the printed Word & also in the Word that is within
you, which is what really counts.  Do you believe it,  can you believe it ?  YES YOU CAN & WILL!!

A Lack of Understanding has kept Man Bound.

Hos 4:6 CLV.  ''My people shall be stilled because of failing knowledge,''  What a descriptive translation
of this verse.  STILLED.  My task along with many others is the God given task  to help men to be un-
stilled or quickened & to bring a knowledge that has been God given & is not failing but is enlightening &
succeeding in its purpose.  

      ''Behold I say the hour has come when the dead will hear the voice of the voice of man, & live,
because the son of man is a son of God. Even as the Father has life in Himself & is self existent so has he
given to the son – the corporate son – to have life in himself & to be self existent.  Do not be surprised &
wonder, for the time is coming when all those who are in the tombs – of unbelief religiosity & control, for
there is no deeper death than ignorance & unbelief –  they shall come out to the resurrection of new life
& into a judgement – judgement begins at the temple of God & you are the temple -  & because of the
voice of God in man you will live & all of you will in time realise that you are sons of God & you will
also do the works of God.  Again in time when you have come to realise that you are sons of God, you
who have lived the life of right living will open your eyes & see the true fields of life.''  Jn 5:28-29. 
1Pet 4:17.

Our Mind.

The senses in man were ordained to bring pictures & the understanding of that which passes away, they do
not  deal  with  the  real  everlasting  things,  &  do  not  comprehend  'eternal  law' Rom.8:2,  of  the
understanding spiritual things.  But man has something in his soul, soul & spirit are one & yet in most – at
the moment -  there is a gulf between the two, it is called the veil.  Yes man has something in his soul a
something that will tear the veil apart, so that he will see or understand the spiritual world of reality.  This
is called Spirit or Christ consciousness; it sleeps in every soul, & cannot be awakened until the Holy Spirit
of Christ becomes a welcome guest.  This Holy Spirit of Christ knocks at the door of every soul, but
cannot enter in until the will of man throws open wide the door.  Many intelligent men of philosophy &
science have toiled to get a glimpse behind the veil but they have & will always fail.  Why?  For the
natural mind of man is actually an enemy of God.  Allow me to quote from 1Co 2:14  ''The un-spiritual
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man rejects these truths of the Spirit of God; to him they are 'sheer folly,' he cannot understand them.
And the reason is, that they must be read with the spiritual eye.''  Moffatt.  The natural man alone is a
the highest form of animal on our earth & without the spirit of God operating in his life he is still an
animal.  You doubt that?  Take a look in any newspaper or any  T.V. newscast & see what the animal in
man is capable of.  There is a secret spring that will throw open the door enough for you to begin to see
into this world of REALITY & that is a DESIRE for the higher things of God.  How many today are tired of
the filth & low thinking & may I say the low language of the world today.  Yes I know that you are
hearing this & there is bell that is ringing within your conscience right now.  If there is one thing that will
please God that is a positive response to His moving & wooing's of His Spirit in your soul even right now
& this will bring faith, for faith & obedience are related.  Once faith begins to come into your life, you are
changing. You are pleasing God. 'For without faith it is impossible to please Him'  but conversely with
faith we are pleasing Him.   Return Oh weary soul wanderer, you who have strayed away from the
Fathers loving caring heart,  if  the truth is  really  known He has never  ever left  you but has been
patiently waiting in line as it were for your response.  For where is He?  He is within & is a very real part
of your being.  When we are told that He sticks closer than a brother, it is not an overstatement for He is &
has always been within, a very real part of your being.  Return in fullness & your Spirit consciousness will
sleep no more & you  will come wide awake to what & why you were created in the beginning  'even
before the disruption or the casting down of the world'  Eph. 1: 4. You will find your purpose in life, not
only will you know this but it will become evident, & others will also know & say let us also taste of His
love & God will bless your endeavours. 

How Would this Apply to us Today?

Eze 44:23 AMP.  ''The priests shall teach My people the difference between  the holy and the common
or profane, and cause them to distinguish between the unclean and the clean.''

      We could begin to go into a discourse, both in the first & second realm & it would probably sound
interesting & cause a certain witness within you, but I ask the question.  Is it hitting the spiritual bell for
the now ?  The the holy and the common or profane is that which is found within ourselves. The Christ
or the  Holy One is He that is our true eternal nature & of course the  common or profane  is just the
opposite & is that which is the  unholy one  who is an enemy of the things of God & there is a vast
DIFFERENCE between the two.

      This sort of talk will also help us to DISTINGUISH between the unclean & the clean.  Once again
they are both within us.  What Paul termed as our old man of course is our lower self or the unclean &
conversely what he also termed as our new man is our higher or Christ self.  

      In this reading in Ezekiel 44: 6-28,  there are three ministries mentioned.  1. The rebellious or rejected
ministry found in verses 6-9.   2. The penalised ministry found in verses 10 -14.   3. The received ministry
from verse 15-28.  Notice that once again that there are three.  This last ministry equates to the Most Holy
Place in the Tabernacle plan which had three sections.  1. Outer Court.  2.  Holy Place.  3.  Most Holy
Place.   So to  look at  this  verse prophetically it  is  really referring to  the last  or Most  Holy Place or
Tabernacle experience which is what we are in & discussing right now.  And so what is the application?
That which is within us. Can you see it ?  This is where God is dealing with us right now inside the  -
Temple you & I - & not only that but it is within the MOST HOLY PLACE part of the Temple which is the
most personal part of us. I would like to say that the Ark was overlaid with GOLD which is what is within
you, this gold had already been purified it had been through a process.  It was not put there without any
preparation.  It was melted, the scum or dross taken off & then melted again & again until it was pure gold
& you too shall come forth as pure GOLD as we endure the processing.  No processing no pure GOLD.
The big difference between the type or literal & reality, the type did not have a will of it's own.  We the
reality do!  It is up to us, do we wish to to be a manifested son ?  Thank you Lord for the processing.  God
is interested in that which is wonderful & is within you the PURE GOLD.
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Two Thirds Purified.
      
To further enhance the three sections this ties in beautifully with what we shared several issues back found
in Zech 13: 8-9. AMP.  ''And in all the land, says the Lord, two-thirds shall be cut off and perish, but
one-third shall be left     alive.   [Hos. 2:23; Rom. 11:5.]  9  And I will bring the third part through the fire,
and will refine them as silver is refined and will test them as gold is tested. They will call on My name,
and I will hear and answer them. I will say, It is My people; and they will say, The Lord is my God.''
There are two thoughts here.   

1. Only ONE THIRD are going to be fully purified at this time. Namely those that are in & who come to
the Third Realm experience. This does not mean that all others are finished, no of course not, for all are
destined to be drawn to Him. Jn 12: 32. This is also explained in 1Cor 15:22-28. Especially verse 23.
''Each in his own rank, turn or time''

2. This one third company He will ''bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is
refined and will test them as gold is tested.''  So this one third company go through a special testing.  ''I -
God - will say, it is my people; and they will say , The Lord is My God.''  Incidentally this is happening
right now.

The City of Melchizedek

Isa 1:26. AMP.  ''And I will restore your judges as at the first, and your counsellors as at the beginning;
afterward you shall be called the City of Righteousness, the Faithful City.'' 

      Even if for no other reason, Melchizedek being the King of Righteousness, is automatically the true
inheritor & Ruler of the City of Righteousness.  But let us look a little deeper.
      
      ''Jesus said that we were the light of the world, a city set on a hill''. Mt 5:14.  Abraham looked for a
city whose builder & maker was God.  In revelation 22: 14. We read that we are to enter into a city.  Here
above we see that  we are to be called the  City of Righteousness.  Actually WE are the city, it is found
within us.  It is very, very interesting when we look into Young's Concordance we find that the word
righteousness  as  in  the  City of  Righteousness in  the  above verse is  from the word  tsedeq  which is
pronounced sedeq or zedek & can be pronounced zadok of which all are derivatives or short for the word
Melchizedek.  So in actual fact once again from this way of thinking, this city is the city of  Melchizedek
& he is the rightful owner.  Who else is called the city of Righteousness ?  YOU ARE!! 'you shall be called
the City of Righteousness'.   Hallelujah!!  WHY?   Because the Christ that is in you is a Priest FOREVER
after the Order of Melchizedek, who is in you & is your TRUE IDENTITY.  Heb. 7:17.
      
      Oh what a wonderful truth we are now going look at. This King is not only the King of Peace but also
the King of RIGHTEOUSNESS. Heb 7: 2.  As we mentioned in our last issue that this Melchizedek was
''Without [record of] father or mother or ancestral line, neither with beginning of days nor ending of life,
but, resembling the Son of God,  he continues to be a priest without interruption and without successor.
7:3.   It was also brought to our attention that all of these qualifications fit our true identity; the Christ who
is our true identity, & that our true identity is that of  Melchizedek the Priest; our true self who was created
in  Christ Jesus, & is without any record of a natural father or mother, neither with beginning or ending of
days & without a successor.  Now this Lord Jesus Christ who is dwelling within us is a priest FOREVER
after the order of Melchizedek.  Let us also consider that as the part of the corporate Christ; Yes if we are
in Him we are saviours arising on Mt Zion, you are a corporate Christ  as it were & also in your true
identity, you, or we, are a corporate priest forever after this wonderful order of  Melchizedek.  Also we
might mention if we think about it, that one of the meanings of  ''And I will restore your judges as at the
first, and your counsellors as at the beginning;''  is actually referring to our beginnings in Gen 1:26-27. 
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Adam being both male & female had the ability to reproduce spiritual replica's of himself, which he did
for was he not then told to – be fruitful & multiply & fill the then earth;  For the rest of that chapter –
which could have been eons – man was still in the realm of pure spirit, he does not drop down into the
soul realm until Chapter 2:7,  ''And Jehovah God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.''   'Became'  to become something you
have to exist as something else before. Part of the meaning is as follows. STRONGS # H1961 hâyâh haw-
yaw' come (to pass), continue +  follow, happen, pertain.  For further proof take a look in any normal
dictionary.  So God today is restoring us to our wonderful original SPIRITUAL CHRIST  heritage. Think
about it !!  Keeping in mind as in the full Tabernacle plan that there are 3 realms SPIRIT, SOUL & BODY.

God Has Given Us An Oath.

Psa 110:4. AMP.  ''The Lord has sworn and will not revoke or change it: You are a priest forever, after
the  manner  and  order  of  Melchizedek.''   The  previous  verse  3,  tells  us.  ''Your  people  will  offer
themselves willingly in the day of Your power, - this I believe is when the manifested Sons of God come
into action - in the beauty of holiness and in holy array out of the womb of the morning; to You [will
spring forth] Your young men, who are as the dew.''  Is not this also speaking of the Corporate Christ ? 
     Heb 7:16. AMP.  ''Who has been constituted a Priest, not on the basis of a bodily legal requirement
[an externally imposed command concerning His physical ancestry], but on the basis of the power of
an endless and indestructible Life.''  Now this priest who is within us has been given WHAT?  The power
of an endless & indestructible life.  Now remember He has sworn to those He has called & showing this
to.  I am aiming this not to, or at, the ''Holy Place'' believers to who these scriptures mean something
different to what the ''Most Holy Place'' abider's are now understanding.  

Shall Never Die At All, Do You Believe This?

To explain what we are meaning in John 11:25b we read,  'I am the resurrection & the life.....although
he may die yet shall he live.' in the next verse the condition is slightly different, & so is the outcome now
read carefully. Verse 26. ''And whosoever continues to live - true holiness, not a set of rules but living by
the true word of God - & believes in (has faith in, cleaves to, & relies on) Me shall never (actually) die
at all. - in the flesh - Do you believe this?''  In verse 25, 'although he may die, yet he shall live & die the
usual way that people are believing for.  Now the next verse 26 is quite different, if he is continuing to live
in the life  of obedience & holiness  & is  believing in  the salvation that  is  REVEALED,  DISCLOSED,
UNFOLDED. I Pet 5:1b, in other words  Tabernacles Shall never actually die at all.  Do - or can - you
believe this?   Remember the Lord has sworn & will  not revoke or change it.  To those who have been
called to this Higher Order. ''The Lord has sworn and will not regret it or change His mind, You are a
Priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek.''  Heb. 7:21b. In verse 22b, we read ''Jesus has
become the Guarantee  of  a  better  (stronger)  agreement [a more excellent  and more advantageous
covenant].'' 
      ''But He holds His priesthood unchangeably, because He lives on forever.  Therefore He is able
also to save to the uttermost (completely, perfectly, finally, and for all time and eternity) those who
come to God through Him, since He is always living to make petition to God and intercede with Him
and intervene for them.''   Heb 7:24-25. AMP.   Does this not agree with this next verse. 

      ''And I am convinced and sure of this very thing, that He Who began a good work in you will
continue until the day of Jesus Christ [right up to the time of His return], developing [that good work]
and perfecting and bringing it to full completion in you.''  Phil 1:6. AMP.  Now the reason that I am
writing these things is that your faith would be quickened as to the knowing of your true identity; Which
is Christ who is a priest forever after the Order of Melchizedek.  Heb 7:17,  Isa 46:4. AMP.  ''There is a
river whose streams shall make glad the city of God, the  holy place of the tabernacles of the Most
High.''  I would like us to look very closely at this verse, 'There is a river, that shall make glad the CITY
OF GOD (a people of Righteousness, being ourselves), which is the holy place of the ''TABERNACLES of
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the Most High God.''   Faithful is He that has promised.  And so just as the Prince of Peace, Melchizedek,
the priest of God, won gallant victories without the shedding of a drop of blood, every worthy end of
God's true Sons shall be attained by gentleness & love & peace.  Did we notice that the preceding verse
Phil 1: 6. mentioned twice the word IN & IN YOU. I feel that this is a very important point.

The True Tabernacle in the True Heavens!

Now what I am going to suggest to you now, will certainly take a leap of faith for some but not for others
as they will have no doubt realised what we are about to share.  After all as we are progressing in this
realm it needs a constant QUANTUM leap. 
      ''NOW THE main point of what we have to say is this: We have such a High Priest, One Who is
seated at the right hand of the majestic [God] in heaven, 2  As officiating Priest, a Minister in the holy
places and in the true tabernacle which is erected not by man but by the Lord.''  Heb 8:1-2. AMP.

      The first thing I want to say is that this Right Hand of God is no more literal or geographical than what
is referred to in Rev 3:21, when we are told that we are sitting beside Christ on His throne it is not
meaning a literal chair. This is meaning a place of authority & it happens within ourselves. Now once
again  You are the temple of God or the true Tabernacle which the Lord pitched or is erected by God &
not by man. Many to date have thought that this is away up in the sky somewhere. This word Tabernacle
is  from  the  word  Skene  [STRONGS  # G4633 skēnē  skay-nay'   a  tent  or  cloth  hut  (literally  or
figuratively):  -  habitation,  tabernacle.   This  is  directly  related  to  virtually  the  same word  SKENOS
G4636  skēnos  skay'-nos From G4633; a hut or temporary residence, that is, (figuratively) the human
body (as the abode of the spirit): - tabernacle.]  It is from these words that our word skin is derived. As
we have just read  A temporary residence, that is the human body as the abode of the spirit, or a
tabernacle.
       Now I would ask the question.  Would the true Tabernacle erected or pitched by God in Heaven be
literal tent made  of cloth ?  Of course not !!  So what does this mean ?  As we just mentioned the word
skene or skenos  is where our English word  skin  is derived.  This same word Tabernacle  is used in the
following verse  in 2Co 5:1 KJV. ''For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle – skenos, the
human body as the abode of the spirit - were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens.''  I ask the question WHAT HEAVENS? Where is the ''true tabernacle
which is erected not by man but by the Lord.''  If God built it, it certainly is not going to be a literal tent
made of canvas or animal skins. Where is Gods true dwelling place?  In His Temple!! Where & who is His
Temple His true Temple ? You are !! I am!! We are !! Would we be right in saying that in us is both
Heaven & Earth?  ''Thy will be done in our earth as it is being done in our heaven''  'Your kingdom
come in us oh Lord.'  Mt.6:10. ''And hath raised us up together, and made us sit together in heavenly
places in Christ Jesus:''  Eph 2:6.  Now if we are sitting together in heavenly places is this literal or
geographical, or might it be within us?   If Christ who is also Melchizedek is dwelling within us what is he
doing slumming in us if his Kingdom is away up in the sky or on some planet ?  In you is a Throne Room,
& in  that  room there  is  Gold,  precious  stones  &  all  the  beautiful  things  that  were  in  the  Original
Tabernacle or type. Now when God finished with the type, Jesus Christ came to tell us that God was no
longer dwelling in Temples made with hands & he did not indicate that He was dwelling in special place
up in the sky somewhere or that he had shifted his Kingdom into a special place away up in one of the
planets. NO! NO! NO!  Jesus said nothing like that. What did He say ? The Kingdom of God is Within
You!!  ''And the Lord who you seek will suddenly come to His Temple'' Mal 3: 1. First He appeared on
the scene suddenly in Christ at the River Jordan & then a few years later, suddenly there came a sound
from Heaven like a rushing, violent tempest blast & it filled the whole house & they were all filled with
the Holy Spirit. God suddenly came into His TRUE temple. Because of past teaching & our human way
of thinking & even with visions certain ones have received, as God meets people on the level they are at
we have imagined a great Cathedral away up in space some where, when all the time God made His
Temple in His OWN IMAGE a living moving TEMPLE not a dead building somewhere. YOU ARE THE 
TEMPLE MADE WITHOUT HANDS, YOU ARE THE TEMPLE OF GOD!!  
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      ''For Christ (the Messiah) has not entered into a sanctuary made with [human] hands, - meaning  a
building or a tent, which is - only a copy and pattern and type of the true one, but [He has entered] into
heaven itself, now to appear in the [very] presence of God on our behalf.''  Heb 9:24. AMP.  Once again
where is Gods dwelling place?  Man is the answer, in men & woman, in the Temple that is within our true
selves.
      Heb 9:25  ''Nor did He [enter into the heavenly sanctuary  –  meaning us -  to] offer Himself
regularly again and again, as the high priest enters the [Holy of] Holies every year with blood not his
own.'' 
       And might I also say that your tent that you possess has an inner & an outer portion to it. The inner is
a building, a house not made with hands & this is where the Throne of David is. Once again the words of
Paul adequately describe this. 2 Cor 5:1.''For we know that if the tent which is our earthly home is
destroyed (dissolved), we have from God a building, a house not made with hands,  ETERNAL in the
heavens.''  Or heavenly places where He has made us to sit !!  THE THRONE & THRONE-ROOM IS
INSIDE THE TENT. Or our bodies !! Now after perusing this aspect of God's presence, & knowing that He
is in His throne within us, let us look at it & describe it in a slightly different different way. Where else
does God dwell?   In the  ''Tabernacle or Tent of David'' !!  And where may I ask do we find that
DWELLING PLACE OF GOD?  The answer is of course conclusive. Can we now see how important we are
to our Great & wonderful Creator. We are of course the ''True tabernacle that God has pitched in the
Heavens''  Heaven of course is one way of saying that which is an above or higher place, or a  higher
realisation, & each & every one of us has the wonderful High Holy Place within us. Ah yes Tabernacles is
the message for the NOW.

Like Unto His Glorious Body.

Phil 3:20-21. AMP.  ''For our citizenship  is in heaven; whence also we wait for a Saviour, the Lord
Jesus Christ:  21  who shall fashion anew the body of our humiliation, that it may be conformed to the
body of his glory, according to the working whereby he is able even to subject all things unto himself.''
Once again our citizenship is in heavenly places & while we are waiting for Christ who is our Saviour to
be perfected in us, when the Christ child or – Man-child - may be born or revealed, which will mean that
our -body of humiliation – will be CHANGED like unto His Glorious body. Some years back I believed &
taught that as many believe even now, that the only body that Jesus had was the –  spiritual -  corporate
body of the Church. Then as I looked more closely at the Word I began to change my mind & I will show
you why. The word BODY as in the body of His glory is from STRONGS # G4983 σωμα soma so'-mah
From G4982; the body (as a sound whole), used in a very wide application, literally or figuratively: -
bodily, body, slave. To say that this is referring to the spiritual corporate body of Christ - only - is to be
stretching the issue - to say the least -  a little more than is sanely allowable. When looking at some of
these touchy points the thing to keep uppermost in our HEARTS is not just my own opinion, but WHAT IS
THE TRUTH.  When we look at the words  fashion anew or [CHANGE KJV.]  this is from the following,
STRONGS # G3345  metaschēmatizo  met-askh-ay-mat-id'-zo From G3326 and a derivative of G4976;
to  transfigure or disguise; figuratively to apply (by accommodation): -  transfer, transform (self).  The
danger in some of what the scripture is saying is that we can lean to far one way & in doing so we can
make something completely literal, when it isn't, or contra-wise we can make it completely spiritual when
there is is more to it & can miss the mark completely. It is the word that is in our hearts that is our guide,
provided that it  is not mixed our natural thinking.  In one or two other cases as found in 2Cor 3:18.
WEUST   ''Now, as for us, we all, with uncovered face, reflecting as in a mirror the glory of the Lord,
are having our outward expressions changed into the same image from one degree of glory to another
according as this change of expression proceeds from the Lord, the Spirit, this outward expression
coming from and being truly representative of our Lord.''    the word for change is  from the word
metamorphoo Strongs # G3339 metamorphoo met-am-or-fo'-o From G3326 and G3445; to transform
(literally  or  figuratively  “metamorphose”):  -  change,  transfigure,  transform.  Our  English  word
Metamorphose or Metamorphosis is from the same word & carries with it the exact same meaning. If we
take a look in any dictionary we are given the exact meaning of the word  'METAMORPHOSIS'.
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In Mark 9:2.AMP.  ''Six days after this, Jesus took with Him Peter and James and John and led them
up on  a  high  mountain  apart  by  themselves.  And  He was  transfigured before  them and  became
resplendent with divine brightness.''  The exact same word metamorphoo is used again here. Now what
we are saying is this if this word metamorphosis meant a complete change with nothing of the previous
left,  which  it  doesn't,  it  would  have  applied  in  this  case  also.  But  Jesus  was  TRANSFIGURED,
Metamorphosed & yet it still happened before the resurrection. Now as in the case of the caterpillar &
butterfly, there is still something left of the caterpillar in the butterfly, not much I will admit. The body of
Jesus did not have any blood, but it did have flesh & bones & yet it is called His Glorious Body. When
Jesus rose from the dead if it was only spiritual he may as well left His body in the tomb He would not
need to be any better than those who have gone on before us that have gone on in spirit & their bodies left
in the grave. No, no, no! Are there not some that are waiting in Heb 11,  are they not waiting for a further
change ?    Oh consistency thou art a jewel.

 Does Jesus Have a Glorified Changed Body?

Thomas handle me, A SPIRIT HAS NOT FLESH & BONES. Luke 24:39. AMP.  ''See My hands and My
feet, that it is I Myself! Feel and handle Me and see, for a spirit does not have flesh and bones, as you
see that I have.''  Handle me Thomas, it is me, my body has been changed, I am not just a spirit this is
me,  the  same  one  in  a  GLORIFIED changed body.  I  am  now  incorruptible!  This  body  is  now  an
incorruptible one! 

I Am Coming in Holy Myriads of Myself!

I am coming in fully begotten bodies that have been changed & are exact replica's,  Holy Myriads  of
myself, this will be the MANIFESTATION of my brothers & my Son's. Rom 8:23. Rev 21:6-7.
  
      After sharing with a friend on what I was writing on, he sent me this article with which I was quite
pleased  &  surprised  I  am  now  going  share  with  you  this  quote  from  Ray  Prinzing.  :-  “After  the
resurrection He had a changed body a glorious body, one that could be accommodated to the vision of
men, but one that was of a higher order & not controlled by this world system. Now we LOOK FOR HIM
TO COME, & ''He shall change our vile body – body of humiliation,- that it may be fashioned like unto
HIS GLORIOUS BODY, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all things unto
Himself.'' 
      

      It will be the same Jesus returning who went away, it will be in the same manner also----but it is the
CHRIST REVEALED as after the resurrection, not as the MAN who was seen before the cross. The same
one, but with His glorious body. And for those who insist that the only body He will be revealed in is the
'body of His saints,' then we can simply ask what form of body shall He change our present body of
humiliation, unless HE DOES HAVE A GLORIOUS BODY OF HIS OWN ?  Even the saints must be clothed
upon with a new body, our house from above, not made with hands, since it will be a manifestation to the
world. ''And as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly.''
1Cor 15:49.  The full pattern that we see in Christ Jesus our Lord.  This same Jesus shall so come--- it did
not say Christ, which might give reference to only the 'anointing' but JESUS; the name given to the one
who took on Himself a form of man, & He still is  '' The same Jesus Christ yesterday, today, & for the
Age.''   Heb 13:8.  The name of Jesus, meaning SAVIOUR, was given to the body of our Lord in its visible
manifestation,  &  as  long  as  there  is  one  creature  in  need  of  a  saviour,  He  will  retain  that  visible
manifestation accommodated to the need of that creature. After all things have been subdued, then shall
the SON ''deliver up the kingdom to God,''  to lift  everything up into higher dimensions, & then all
limited bodily manifestations can be lifted into their higher realms. But until God is ALL IN ALL, & every
creature has been ministered unto by the Saviour, this accommodation of low estate shall remain.  The
transition from the earthly into the heavenly IS ON & the first-fruits are partaking of that process, but it
will take the ages to come to fully reveal the glory of our salvation unto all the universe.” Eph 2:7.-: End
Quote.
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“Christ the Antidote Regarding Death”

Transfigure or Disguise.

Our beings consist of spirit, soul & flesh. The part of us that is to be changed is the body –  flesh – into a
glorified body, or glorified flesh.  ''See My hands and My feet, that it is I Myself! Feel and handle Me
and see, for a spirit does not have flesh and bones, as you see that I have.'' Luke. 24:39. AMP. When
changed the sons of God will be able to minister in both realms, & those who have passed on will need to
hear. As the singular Son went & preached to the spirits in prison that were in need, who were once
disobedient in the days of Noah, so there will be a need for the many membered corporate Son to minister
to a similar people in the soul realm. In doing so they will need to have bodies that can accommodate both
realms. Jesus the pattern Son, is the one whose example was such  'so that we should follow in His
footsteps'  even to our inheriting of exactly the same Glorious body that He possesses even right now.
Now if we have made up our mind that we will be completely in spiritual form, then far be it that I should
try & change your mind, for I am not the teacher, whenever we come to revelation it is only by the grace
& the teaching of the spirit that lifts the veil. When we minister to our brothers & sisters from this higher
realm that we will have achieved, they will want to be able to identify with us & to be able to even touch
us as was done with Jesus. The Jesus of - Jesus the Christ - is still in existence & is still our PATTERN
SON; who we are to follow in every way.  He has not as I once thought been obliterated as a Son into
existing as spirit only. I repeat  'feel & handle me Thomas & see, for a spirit does not have flesh &
bones, as you see that I have.'  I submit to us all that Jesus is now is in possession of a  GLORIFIED
BODY. He  is  the  first  of  His  kind  to  overcome  death  &  is CHANGED,  TRANSFIGURED,
METAMORPHOSISED & GLORIFIED. 

The City of Righteousness, The Faithful City, The City of God,

Has now descended into man's consciousness,  God has sovereignly reconciled all men unto Himself, we
have been brought into a wonderful Eternal Everlasting Melchizedek-ian Priesthood, we have also been
sovereignly,  corporately & eternally,  delivered  from the  death  of  the  first  Adam & have been made
partakers of the last Adam: The resurrection - Anastasis the recovery of spiritual truth, the raising to life
again, of hidden Eden-ic divine re-awakenings of our true identity - of the of the just & the unjust - in the
true sense of the word-  has been accomplished. Dan12:2. Jn5:29. [A third Realm realisation.]  The laws
of sin & death, & of Moses have been irrevocably repealed & replaced by Grace, & God is not so much in
our earth as we are IN Him, in Whom all things exist & consist. Col 1:17. The city of God is continually
enlarging & expanding both  in  us,  & in others,  & in numbers.  We are admonished to  be fruitful  &
multiply & we can only do that as God enlarges in US in & to our 'reawakening, realisations' as to who we
really are; CHRIST, & Christ is GOD manifest in the flesh. And there are those who are now partly & will
soon be the FULL manifestation of GOD; HIS SONS.  Blessings.

The Will Of God, Is To Be the Will Of Every Man.

John 12:32. Isa 45:23. Ps 22:27. Rev 5:13. Col 1:20.

Written by Ralph Knowles,  April 2011.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will
consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK..
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